
Child Legacy International Inc. is a Christian 
non-profit organization working to transform 
lives through the undeniable love of Jesus 
by providing opportunities that break the 
generational cycle of poverty in Africa – 
allowing for the realization of one’s God-
given destiny.  

Formerly known as Life Sowing Ministries, Child Legacy first began 
operating in Zimbabwe, Africa in 1987. Realizing that meeting 
immediate needs was not enough to produce lasting change, directors 
and founders, Jeff and Karen Rogers designed and strategically 
implemented a sustainable development model that creates legacies of 
life for generations to come. They do this in Zimbabwe and most 
recently, Malawi through their successful initiatives in well repair, rural 
healthcare, orphan care, feeding and agricultural  programs, renewable 
energy, and vocational training. Training is the heartbeat of Child 
Legacy. Because when you teach a man, woman, or child a skill, they 
have an opportunity to change their own destinies - that’s 
empowerment and sustainability at the truest level. But before any 
program can begin, a clean water source must be established. Your 
partnership in this clean water initiative has given life to hundreds of 
rural Malawians. They are now set on a journey toward a new destiny... 
and their lives will never be the same. Thank you.
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BORN OUT OF CHRIST-LIKE COMPASSION, DETERMINATION, AND GRASSROOTS KNOWLEDGE, CHILD 
LEGACY INTERNATIONAL INVESTS DAILY IN AFRICA’S GREATEST RESOURCE - HER PEOPLE. 



Community Testimony: 
The villagers were predominately Muslims, and they were so surprised to have a 
Christian organization come and help them with their water situation.  They went on 
to say that their fellow Muslims only help Muslims, but CLI showed their Christianity 
by helping all people.  The villagers were so grateful to CLI for doing this and 
commended our work. 

Sponsored by:  Mike & Jennifer NavolioCOMMUNITY STATISTICS:

Christian Witness: 
The scripture taught included teaching from the Book of Genesis 11:6 - 9.  The team 
prayed as 10 people gave their lives to Jesus Christ!  The people thanked and praised 
God for this day!

Village/School: Chopela Village   Date: 5/19/16 

GPS Co-ordinates: 13°   06.007S               034°    16.571E 

Altitude: 531m 

Depth of Well: 21m  Static Level: 5m Cylinder Depth: 18m  

Traditional Authority: Malengachazi 

Group Village Headman: Chopela 

Time without Functioning: 9 months  

Number of People Served: 149 Adults + 385 Children  =  534 Villagers

10 people 
from Chopela 
Village gave 
their lives to  

the Lord!

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

IMPROVEMENTS MADE

150 m

DISTANCE TO NEAREST SCHOOL

ALTERNATE WATER SOURCE

 CLEAN WATER IS LIFE!

DISTANCE TO ALTERNATE  
WATER SOURCE

Hand-dug well / River

300 m

•Pipe was broken 
•Pump rods and pipes were 
not long enough and 
completely worn out 

•Cylinder, plunger, fulcrum 
pin, hanger pin, and bolts 
and nuts were broken

•All damaged parts were 
replaced 

•New pump  
•Well purified through 
chlorination  

•Gospel of Jesus Christ 
shared 

•Health and Hygiene taught

Alternate water source not pictured  
The team remained at the village to repair the well, teach sanitation, and share the Gospel.


